Wildscreen Exchange

How To Credit Images
Crediting a photographer is really easy, and equally really important!

But why? Photographers spend hundreds or thousands of pounds on camera equipment, travel to locations, days or weeks waiting for the right shot, hours spent selecting and cleaning images at home.. To see their work used without this recognition is upsetting and disrespectful!

Wildscreen Exchange is powered by photographers who have generously donated their work for free, under the agreement that their name will be acknowledged and their work will not be used for commercial purposes.

To credit a photographer, simply find the credit on the image you’d like to use.

Credit is often the photographers name, but sometimes it’s an alias, social media handle or a website.

See the image below to confirm which name to use.
We’ve established crediting can be as simple as using the photographers name. But where to do you put it?

Simply on, above, below or next to the image. It’s that easy. Make sure it can be read by the naked eye!

Below are examples of where or how you can credit. This can be done using Photoshop, Microsoft Paint, or simply in a surrounding text box.
Using social media is a great way to tell your story.

You can credit the photographer in the description box, and can even go a step further using their social media handle if you know it—particularly if they have a photography page!

Never use the ‘comments’ box as a way to credit someone, this is lost when other people add comments, and is also not immediately visible.

We recommend a credit overlaid on the image, such as these examples. That way if the ‘share’ button is used, the credit will remain visible no matter where it ends up!
Below are examples of how NOT to credit an image!

- No credit on image
- Credit in a colour that isn’t visible
- Credit to the wrong person/organisation
- Credit too small
- Credit abbreviated